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“So long as the people do not care to exercise  
their freedom, those who wish to tyrannize will 
do so; for tyrants are active and ardent, and will 

devote themselves in the name of any number 
of gods, religious and otherwise, to put shackles 

upon sleeping men.” 
~ Voltaire ~ 

Canada 

"Bribery, Collusion" says Ex-Ambassador to China 
Regarding Election Interference 

"Globe and Mail journalists viewed secret documents from Canada’s most 
senior security agency that alleged that Chinese diplomats in Canada have 
recruited or pressed proxies to smear candidates deemed critical 
of China and funded the campaigns of their rivals, in a program aimed at 
preventing the Conservative Party from winning elections in 2019 and 
2021." From Yukon to Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, our entire populous could 
call for similar action, and it won’t make a speck of difference: 

https://bradsalzberg.substack.com/p/bribery-collusion-says-ex-ambassador 

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-china-influence-2021-federal-election-csis-documents/
https://bradsalzberg.substack.com/p/bribery-collusion-says-ex-ambassador


Rejects Calls for Public Inquiry Into Foreign 
Interference as Opposition Parties Unite 
 
Trudeau is under increasing pressure, with the Conservative Party and the 
Bloc Québécois joining the NDP on March 1 in calling for an inquiry. 
Conservative Party Leader Pierre Poilievre said his party supports an 
inquiry, but that it has to be independent and public. “All parties in the 
Parliament must agree on who the commissioner is. We cannot have yet 
another Liberal crony named to head up this inquiry,” said Poilievre. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/trudeau-rejects-calls-for-public-inquiry-
into-foreign-interference-as-opposition-parties-unite_5093677.html 

Liberals Attacking Liberals for The Chinese 
Government? 

No doubt that all of you are already aware of the Chinese Communist Party 
(CCP) election interference scandal currently hitting Prime Minister Justin 
Trudeau and the Liberal Party. Obviously, it appears that not only did the 
CCP work inside of Canada to push pro-Beijing candidates (mostly in the 
GTA), but that it seems like Trudeau and the Liberals knew about it and did 
nothing, as he CCP actors were mostly backing Liberal politicians. 

https://mailchi.mp/1247e0ea1b7b/trudeau-liberals-nuking-their-own-
candidates-for-china 

Liberals ‘Ignored CSIS,’ Tory MP Says, as Report 
Alleges Liberal MP Was a ‘Witting Affiliate’ in 
Beijing’s Interference Efforts 

A Global News report published on Dec. 7, 2022, had said that Trudeau 
had been warned by intelligence officials as early as January 2022 about 
Beijing’s vast influence efforts in the 2019 election, including its funding of 
a network of at least 11 federal candidates. Trudeau and his officials have 
denied being aware of Chinese funding going to the 11 candidates. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/liberals-ignored-csis-tory-mp-says-as-
report-alleges-liberal-mp-was-a-witting-affiliate-in-beijings-interference-
efforts_5083040.html 
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Ratio’d | Is this the end for Justin Trudeau? 

The NDP are beginning to break ranks with Trudeau’s Liberals over the 
Chinese election interference scandal. Opposition MPs are currently 
debating the details of a national public inquiry into foreign interference – 
which the Prime Minister has refused to commit to opening himself. The 
NDP and Conservatives are united in their calls to form an inquiry, 
signalling the first cracks in the foundation that supports Justin Trudeau’s 
leadership of Canada – his support agreement with the NDP. 

https://tnc.news/2023/03/02/rhf-the-end-for-justin-trudeau/ 

Trudeau Commits to Passing on Pro-China Politics 
to His Children 

A recent controversy surrounding Chinese government interference in the 
past two Canadian federal elections continues to dig up dirt on alleged illicit 
behaviour. The Trudeau Family-Liberal Party-Communist China connection 
is a multi-generational political reality. It's time the entire charade is fully 
exposed, bringing an end to media obfuscation that has surrounded the 
Trudeau family for the past five decades. “The friendship toward China that 
my father taught me, I’m hoping to pass on not only to my children, but to 
generations of Canadians in the future." - Justin Trudeau - 

https://bradsalzberg.substack.com/p/trudeau-commits-to-passing-on-pro 

Rebel News journalist assaulted by taxi driver at 
Roxham Road 

Canadians face a burden problem because they are the ones who are 
funding all the expenses regarding this illegal immigration. 82% of illegals 
crossing at Roxham Road are put up in taxpayer-funded hotels, and those 
outside of hotels are displacing homeless people in Montreal shelters. 
Human traffickers, those operating at taxi services, are part of an upstate 
New York cottage industry, bringing people to the border for a fee. Some 
are upfront about what they do, and others want to remain in the 
shadows. 

https://www.rebelnews.com/rebel_news_journalist_assaulted_at_roxham_r
oad 

Canada: Catholic Student Suspended – Then 
Arrested – For ‘Opposing Gender Ideology’ 

https://tnc.news/2023/03/02/rhf-the-end-for-justin-trudeau/
https://bradsalzberg.substack.com/p/trudeau-commits-to-passing-on-pro
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Far too many people’s rights are being trampled unconstitutionally in the 
rush to adhere to woke ideology. In Josh’s case, he is a whipping boy for 
the intolerant in a multicultural country where its Prime Minister routinely 
hails the virtues of “tolerance” and “diversity.” His lawyer now warns that 
religious freedom is “essentially dead” under the Trudeau government. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/canada-catholic-student-suspended-then-
arrested-for-opposing-gender-ideology/ 

Canada Pension Board Invests in TikTok’s Chinese 
Parent Firm; App Just Banned on Gov’t Devices 
Over Security Risks 
 
Canada Pension Plan Investment Board holds investments in 
ByteDance, the Chinese company whose TikTok video-sharing app was 
just banned on government-issued devices by Ottawa due to security 
concerns. Canada’s pension board is also heavily invested in Tencent, 
another Chinese internet giant. According to a 2019 report by iPolitics, 
Canadian MPs were told by the House’s cybersecurity team to stay 
away from Tencent’s flagship social media app, WeChat, due to 
security concerns. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/canada-pension-board-invests-in-tiktoks-

chinese-parent-firm-app-just-banned-on-govt-devices-over-security-

risks_5087692.html 

Canadian Security Intelligence Service accused of 
‘Islamophobia’ over surveillance in Muslim 
communities 

This entire article is predicated upon the unspoken assumption that every 
community is equally likely to produce terrorists. On the basis of that, the 
authors cast the CSIS’ surveillance within the Muslim community as 
“Islamophobic.” But the grim reality is that many more terrorists come 
from the Muslim community than from, say, the Mennonite or Amish or 
Anglican communities. The CSIS would be derelict in its duty if it ignored 
that in the interests of appeasing the Left. But given the situation in 
Canada today, watch for that dereliction of duty to become reality, if it 
hasn’t already. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/canada-catholic-student-suspended-then-arrested-for-opposing-gender-ideology/
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https://www.jihadwatch.org/2023/02/canadian-security-intelligence-
service-accused-of-islamophobia-over-surveillance-in-muslim-communities 

Climate activist throws paint on woolly mammoth 

at Royal BC Museum 

“The government has until April 1, 2023, to begin establishing a citizens’ 
assembly to decide how Canada’s economy will be transformed to tackle 
the climate and ecological emergency in the next 2-3 years,” the ultimatum 
claims. “If this ultimatum is ignored, or mocked, we will take action to 
pressure the Canadian government – you – to uphold the demands of this 
ultimatum: to establish a citizens’ assembly that has legally-binding power 
to determine how Canada’s economy is to be transformed to appropriately 
mitigate the climate and ecological emergency.” 

https://tnc.news/2023/03/02/climate-paint-mammoth/ 

Pierre Poilievre Casts Doubt on His Commitment to 
End Cancel Culture & Stand Up to Wokeness 

Not only did he humiliate his own MPs — including the popular Ms. Lewis 
— but he did Trudeau an enormous favour, by interrupting the national 
media’s recent interest in Trudeau’s affiliations with the Communist Party 
of China and that country’s interference in Canadian elections. Like a 
hockey player scoring a goal on his own net, Poilievre “proved” that his 
party was indeed racist by accepting the accusation, and legitimizing what 
would have otherwise been a fringe story shopped around by a couple of 
cranks. 

https://peoplesworldwar.com/doubt-cast-on-pierre-poilievres-commitment-
to-end-cancel-culture/ 

Premiers Scott Moe & Danielle Smith Reject Digital 

ID For Healthcare 

Premiers Scott Moe said, ‘The Government of Saskatchewan will not share 
any personal medical information with the federal government. This 
information is protected under The Health Information Protection Act and 
will remain so.’ Alberta Premier Danielle Smith made clear to Albertans this 
past Friday that their personal medical information would not be shared 
with the federal government. “I agree and stand firmly 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2023/02/canadian-security-intelligence-service-accused-of-islamophobia-over-surveillance-in-muslim-communities
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with @PremierScottMoe in protecting Albertans’ private health 
information,” Smith tweeted. 

https://peoplesworldwar.com/scott-moe-danielle-smith-reject-healthcare-

digital-id/ 

 

C3RF Update, 03 Mar 2023 – The frog and the 
crocodile 
 
This week's update reviews the age-old fable, The Frog and the Crocodile, 
and uncovers a modern-day analogy with the entreatment of Canadian 
citizens to cross the "build back better" river on the way to utopia. Should 
serious second thoughts be entertained before the point of no return is 
reached?  

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/c3rf-update-03-mar-2023-

the-frog-and-the-crocodile 

C3RF "In Hot" interview with Christine Douglass-

Williams 
Major Russ Cooper (Ret'd) discusses the onset of a new "post-national" 
Canada, beginning in 2015, with award-winning broadcaster and 
international author, Christine Douglass-Williams. From her perch on the 
front lines of Canada's culture wars, Christine highlights the duplicity and 
hypocrisy associated with related policies that, themselves, are 
underpinned by generalized assumptions that paint all Canadians as racists 
and Islamophobes.  
 
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/c3rf-in-hot-interview-with-
christine-douglass-williams 
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If You are Compliant, You are Complicit 
 
15 Minute Cities are being marketed and introduced under the guise of 
convenience, safety and protecting the environment. But don’t be naive, 
this is another massive step toward enriching the globalists and facilitating 
them in controlling the masses.  

 
https://action4canada.com/15-minute-cities/ 

12-Year-old girl destroys the concept of 15-minute 
cities!!! 
Outstanding - at last a sensible child to confront the nonsense from Greta 
T. Now, here's the question: will all Western governments, the United 
Nations, Big Tech, the mainstream media and Hollowood, all - unanimously 
and immediately - LISTEN TO HER VOICE? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8oPwtsBlkE 

Freedom Convoy 

The Rupa Subramanya Show | What’s next for 
Tamara Lich? 
On the show, Tamara reflects on the rise of the Freedom Convoy and how 
it became Canada’s largest movement. Tamara tells us about her 
experience during the inquiry and the demanding process of going through 
the justice system. 

https://tnc.news/2023/03/02/rss-whats-next-for-tamara-lich/ 

https://action4canada.com/15-minute-cities/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8oPwtsBlkE
https://tnc.news/2023/03/02/rss-whats-next-for-tamara-lich/


The Law of Rule 

On a broader level, Rouleau's ruling effectively breaks the seal on the 
Emergencies Act. After 34 years on the shelf, many of the questions 
surrounding the act have now been answered: 

• Would the act be used in peace time? 
• Would it be used against peaceful protesters? 
• Would it be used to suspend basic charter rights? 

Would the government rig the inquiry into the emergency declaration by 
appointing a political crony and giving him a narrowly defined mandate 
that is bound to produce a report that exonerates the government? 

The answer to all of these questions is a resounding: "You bet!" 

https://www.corbettreport.com/the-law-of-rule/ 

 

 

 

What went wrong with the Public Order Emergency 
Inquiry? 
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The explanation for why Rouleau can arrive at the conclusion he did while 

admitting that others might reasonably disagree is because of the 
"reasonable grounds" standard. The federal government did not need 
conclusive proof that there were acts or threats of serious violence for 
ideological purposes. They only needed to show there were “reasonable 
grounds” to believe that there were. If anything, it seemed like the 
Freedom Convoy was remarkable for its lack of violence, especially for a 
protest of its size. Any violence that did occur was minor and atypical of 
the protest dynamic.   

https://www.thedemocracyfund.ca/tdf_responds_poec_report 

Covid-19 Updates 

Transparently Hiding...Again 
 
David Martin exposes critical documentation that it was Fauci, Moderna and 

Ralph Baric at the University of North Carolina who engineered the virus 
while knowingly violating the ban on gain-of-function research. The 
Department of Energy and Republicans in Congress working so that you 
don't see what there is to see. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMSz209wV8g&t=16s 

Lifting the Taboo on Discussing COVID’s Possible 
Lab-Leak Origin Signals a Return to Sanity and 
Civility 

“The Lancet study’s vindication of natural immunity fits a pandemic 
pattern: The public-health clerisy rejects an argument that ostensibly 
threatens its authority; eventually it’s forced to soften its position in the 
face of incontrovertible evidence; and yet not once does it acknowledge its 
opponents were right.” Well, no. Pride is like that, and clerisies tend toward 
vanity. But the reason I’m so encouraged by this rumour about a report 
expressing uncertainty is that we are now debating it.  

https://www.theepochtimes.com/john-robson-lifting-the-taboo-on-

discussing-covids-possible-lab-leak-origin-signals-a-return-to-sanity-and-

civility_5084356.html 
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The case for the lab-leak theory grows stronger by 
the day 

On Sunday, it emerged that the US Department of Energy has changed its 
mind on the likely origins of the Covid pandemic. Having previously been 
undecided, it has now concluded on the basis of new evidence that a lab 
leak is the most likely source of Covid-19. This has sent shockwaves 
through the scientific community. 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2023/02/27/the-case-for-the-lab-leak-
theory-grows-stronger-by-the-day 

 

The sinister cruelty of lockdown has been laid bare 

Nothing could be more in the public interest than knowing the thinking 
behind an ideology and a policy that wrecked civil liberty, suspended 
democracy, sickened the elderly, hurt the working classes, quarantined the 
developing world, and led to a suspension of that most key of civilised 
endeavours: the education of children. A pandemic hit, and the political 
elite, and the media elite, opted for social tyranny, censorship, non-debate, 
classism and fearmongering over taking a more rational, liberal, focused 
approach to the risk of disease. We need to know all about this, so that we 
might guard against it in the future. 
 
https://www.spiked-online.com/2023/03/03/the-sinister-cruelty-of-

lockdown-has-been-laid-bare 
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COVID-19 mRNA Vaccines Are Damaging Immune 
Systems & Hearts of Canadian Children. Interview 
with Odessa Orlewicz 
 
Parents and grandparents must pay close attention to their vaccinated 
kids... Died Suddenly. Horrible Breaking News That Dr. Makis just dropped. 
Many dropped while playing their sports and many died in their sleep. This 
is a video clip from my most recent interview with Odessa Orlewicz at 
Librti.com which can be found here. 
 
https://www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-mrna-vaccines-damaging-immune-
systems-hearts-canadian-children-interview-odessa-orlewicz/5810583 

 

The Great Reset 

 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-mrna-vaccines-damaging-immune-systems-hearts-canadian-children-interview-odessa-orlewicz/5810583
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Oh Sh*t, They’re Piloting This! 
 
As Klaus Schwab declares the necessity of global leaders maintaining their 
control of technology, Schwab’s favourite penetrated cabinet member 
Justin Trudeau announces plans for “smart cities” and the capturing of 
Canadian’s medical data. If you’re not worried about your privacy, you 
should be. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KacJ-lwBwC8 

Big Tech & The Media 

Axel Springer CEO Warns AI May ‘Simply Replace’ 
Most Journalism Jobs 

Warning that “artificial intelligence (AI) has the potential to make 
independent journalism better than it ever was — or simply replace 
it,” Döpfner reportedly urged a renewed focus on original, investigative 
journalism, as well as exclusive news and original commentary, as 
machines would quickly surpass humans in the task of aggregating 
information. 

https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2023/02/28/axel-springer-ceo-warns-ai-
may-simply-replace-most-journalism-jobs/ 

The Environment 

Call for the Total Evacuation of East Palestine Due 
to Extremely Toxic “Dioxin Fallout” that Will Poison 
the Land and Crops for Generations 

Burning the vinyl chloride was an act of ecological terrorism and a crime 
against nature and human civilization. Put another way, by setting fire to 
the vinyl chloride, the railroad turned their relatively non-toxic product into 
an insanely toxic chemical bomb and released it into the open air. 

To call this a “controlled burn” is a crime. The media is gaslighting the 
entire nation by refusing to report on dioxins. Whoever set fire to this vinyl 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KacJ-lwBwC8
https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2023/02/28/axel-springer-ceo-warns-ai-may-simply-replace-most-journalism-jobs/
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chloride in an open ditch just carried out the worst act of ecological 
terrorism ever recorded in North America. 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/eric-coppolino-health-ranger-call-total-
evacuation-east-palestine-due-extremely-toxic-dioxin-fallout-that-will-
poison-land-crops-generations/5810176 

Eight Alarming Cover-ups and Contradictions in the 
East Palestine Train Wreck Chemical Nightmare 
Now Spreading Across Multiple States 

When it comes to explaining away the single largest ecological catastrophe 
in the history of America, the EPA and Ohio officials just can’t seem to get 
their stories straight. Every explanation they offer is a contradiction or 
cover-up. And they refuse to test for the one thing that poses the greatest 
health hazard of all: DIOXINS. Dioxins are always created when chlorinated 
compounds are burned within a certain temperature range. They’re also 
the most deadly chemical compounds known to humankind, and they can 
be toxic at parts-per-quadrillion concentrations. 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/eight-alarming-cover-ups-contradictions-
east-palestine-train-wreck-chemical-nightmare-now-spreading-across-
multiple-states/5810628 

‘Clean energy’ projection — 86 million pounds of 
turbine blades to enter landfills each year 

First off, there is the reality that the “green” agenda is just communism by 
another name, even though the useful idiots really do believe it’s about 
conserving and preserving the environment. Secondly, a multitude of the 
“green” initiatives are actually more detrimental than established energy 
technologies; nowhere is that more evident than the wind energy industry. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2023/03/clean_energy_projection_
_86_million_pounds_of_turbine_blades_to_enter_landfills_each_year.html 

Greta is protesting wind turbines in Norway. Will 

she come to Canada next? 

In a surprising turn in her career as a world-renowned climate advocate, 
Greta Thunberg has joined a protest calling for the demolition of wind 
turbines in Norway. Lying at the heart of the matter is the claim that the 
two wind farms in question were built directly on reindeer grazing lands 
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used by the country’s Indigenous Sámi people. Thunberg, who is from 
neighbouring Sweden, demonstrated in Oslo last week joining calls for the 
removal of the 151 wind turbines from the Fosen region – a homeland for 
Europe’s only recognized Indigenous group.  

https://tnc.news/2023/03/01/greta-thunberg-wind-norway/ 

Islam 

Islam’s War on the Past 

The consequences of this covert invasion are glaringly evident in many 
European nations where Islamic no-go zones have proliferated, Sharia law 
has been incrementally introduced, thoroughfares have become prayer 
venues, welfare subsidies have been depleted, jihadist recruitment has 
escalated, rape has acquired the magnitude of a grooming epidemic (the 
true “rape culture”), and Muslim voting blocs can determine the outcome 
of elections, as conniving politicians are well aware. Such are the 
conditions that Western compromisers, accommodationists and tolerists, 
priding themselves on their putatively enlightened ideas, are ensuring for 
their progeny, if not for themselves. 

https://www.newenglishreview.org/articles/islams-war-on-the-past/ 

Iran: Islamic groups opposed to girls’ education 
suspected in wave of poison attacks on schoolgirls 

Up to 400 pupils at around 30 schools are said to have been affected by 
the “deliberate” attacks, with some needing hospital treatment after 
complaining about headaches, heart palpitations, feeling lethargic and 
being unable to move. There are many highly abusive tactics used in the 
Islamic world to keep women in their place, under the control of the male 
arbiters of the Sharia, such as stoning, honor murder, public flogging, wife 
beating and female genital mutilation. Poisoning girls is in keeping with all 
this. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2023/03/iran-islamic-groups-opposed-to-girls-
education-suspected-in-wave-of-poison-attacks-on-schoolgirls 
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When a Wakefield boy brought a Koran to school 

By suspending those students and logging their behaviour as a ‘hate 
incident’, the school and police are effectively saying that the mob has a 
point – that the boys should be punished for ‘disrespecting’ Islam’s holy 
book. You’d be forgiven for thinking that Wakefield had become an Islamic 
theocracy overnight. This is blasphemy law by the backdoor – and by 
caving in to mob intolerance the authorities have done nothing to remove 
the target from these boys’ backs. This shameful episode in Wakefield 
should be a wake-up call. 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2023/02/27/when-a-wakefield-boy-
brought-a-koran-to-school 

LGBTQ 

The Association of American Physicians and 
Surgeons (AAPS) Issues Physician Statement on 
Transgenderism 

The group recommended physicians and medical professionals refuse to be 
"mandated or coerced to participate in procedures to which they have 
ethical or scientific objections or which they believe would harm a patient." 
Conflicting motivations have led to a growing industry dedicated to 
providing “gender-affirming” procedures that are generally irreversible and 
have a high probability of causing sterilization. These include puberty 
“blockers,” sex hormones, and surgery, such as castration, penectomy, and 
mastectomy. They commit a patient to a lifelong need for medical, surgical, 
and psychological care 

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/aaps-physician-

statement/2023/02/27/id/1110391/ 

Babies should be nowhere near gyrating drag 
queens 

‘Babies at raves’ sounds like one of those segments from the surreal 1990s 
clip show, Eurotrash. But sadly, this is a phenomenon in the here and now 
in London. It seems today’s man-bun wearing dads and kefir-quaffing 
mums are taking their infants to performances by Caba Baba Rave, a new 
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company which specialises in providing ‘sensory events’ for newborns and 
infants. The performances, one of which is due to take place next weekend 
at a London comedy venue, are a combination of cabaret, drag and 
burlesque aimed at ‘parents and their babies 0-2 years’. 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2023/03/03/babies-should-be-nowhere-
near-gyrating-drag-queens/ 

 

The United States 

National “Day of Hate” Against Jews Planned for 

Shabbos Around Country 

A “Day of Hate” is being planned for this Shabbos by a group of Neo-Nazi 
antisemites. It was first reported by the Chicago Police Department to its 
local Jewish community, and now authorities in New York and Florida are 
warning their Jewish communities to be vigilant. According to one report, 
organizers are asking antisemites who engage in the “Day of Hate” to post 
their activity online, in order to create a compendium of the evil behavior 
and spread the hate. 

https://vinnews.com/2023/02/23/national-day-of-hate-against-jews-

planned-for-shabbos-around-country/ 

Joe and Jill Went Up the Hill 

Joe and Jill went up the hill, and who knows when they’ll come tumbling 
down. The nation may careen well before they do. Much has already been 
said about the devastating policies and tenure of Joe Biden. Simply put, he 
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is unarguably the worst president the U.S. has ever suffered, Jimmy Carter 
and Barack Obama notwithstanding. Here I will focus on the other half of 
the Biden tandem, a woman of scholarly pretensions without foundation, 
the ineffable Dr. Jill. 

https://pjmedia.com/columns/david-solway-2/2023/02/25/joe-and-jill-
went-up-the-hill-n1673867 

The Left Is Right To Fear Tucker Carlson 

Instead of condemning Carlson and Speaker McCarthy, all loyal Americans 
should be thanking them for deciding that “we the people” ought to be 
trusted with the facts, not spoon-fed them selectively. Heck, the Democrats 
didn’t even think we could be trusted with knowing how much surveillance 
video existed. For months, we have been told there were 14,000 hours of 
raw footage, but now we find out it is actually as much as 44,000 hours. 
Did anyone on the Jan. 6 committee even try to wade through that footage 
to see if it confirms their pre-established narrative of an armed 
insurrection? Or were they afraid of what they would find? 

https://www.realclearwire.com/articles/2023/02/27/the_left_is_right_to_fe

ar_tucker_carlson_148910.html 

Other Articles 

Words Matter––so Do Accurate Posting Dates! 

The social engineers driving the war on America and on humanity are 
sociopaths and megalomaniacs. They are skilled strategists, and omitting 
the posting year is a significant tactical maneuver in their overall strategic 
plan. The seriousness of omitting the year in posting dates cannot be 
overstated. The omission compromises the material so that researchers 
cannot state with certainty the facts to make a case in opposition to 
current, approved political narratives. Without an accurate reference, the 
omission creates a political vacuum for validating information. If the 
schemers prevail, the Great Reset will not only reset the economic clock to 
zero. It will also reset the historical clock to zero. The globalists will have 
total control of the information past, present, and future. GAME OVER. 

https://goudsmit.pundicity.com/26780/words-matter-so-do-accurate-
posting-dates 
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A Contagion of Cowardice  

The best case for heroism over careerism and cowardice is to look back 
over these three years and observe just how much difference a few can 
make when they are willing to stand up for truth even when there is a big 
price to be paid for doing so. Such people can change everything. This is 
because ideas are more powerful than armies and all the propaganda that 
a machinery of power can muster. One statement, one study, one 
sentence, one small effort to puncture the wall of lies can bring down the 
whole system.  

And then the contagion of cowardice comes to be replaced by a contagion 
of truth. Those who stood up for that form of contagion deserve our 
respect and gratitude. They also deserve to survive and thrive in the new 
renaissance that so many today are working to build.  

https://brownstone.org/articles/a-contagion-of-cowardice/ 

Roald Dahl – And Thoughts on Fiction and History 
 
Changing words in any book leads to a slippery slope, more associated with 
totalitarian regimes than with a nation of free people. Let us pray that the 
media coverage of the Dahl episode will cause both sides to reconsider 
their efforts to ban or challenge books that do not suit their particular 
political ideology. As Elie Wiesel said in his talk on NPR fifteen years ago, in 
speaking of the horrors he suffered during the Holocaust: “…our stories are 
essential – essential to memory.” 
 
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/roald-dahl-and-thoughts-on-fiction-and-
history/ 
 

The Uselessness, Risk, and Extreme Danger of 
Physical Mass Protest as a Solution to Tyranny 

It is easier to pretend to seek freedom than to actually do something of 
real consequence to take and sustain it. The easy way out is most always 
sought by the common man, especially as a collective mob, where the 
presumed safety of numbers is more important than any effort to gain and 
sustain freedom where risk is inherent. Obviously, at least concerning the 
masses, it is much more important to appear to be doing something 
worthwhile, than it is to actually fight for something so important as one’s 
own liberty, especially where any chance of exposure is present. If any 
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possibility of uncertainty, social embarrassment, ostracism or rejection, or 
danger exists, most seek the comfort of the herd, hiding in a sea of 
avoidance and ignorance. 

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2023/02/gary-d-barnett/the-uselessness-
risk-and-extreme-danger-of-physical-mass-protest-as-a-solution-to-
tyranny/ 

You Tubes & Podcasts 

Covid 19 Mandates: Silencing the Opposition: 
Jordan Peterson & Dr. Jayanta Bhattacharya 
  
Dr Jordan B Peterson and Dr. Jayanta Bhattacharya discuss the complete 
failure of the covid 19 response, the danger of handing the reins to Fauci, 
the proven blacklisting of Dr. Bhattacharya and others across social media 
(Revealed via the Twitter Files), and the continued corruption across the 
board regarding the pandemic. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pr0LkPMZ-qc 

We Remember 

Andrew Breitbart, 1969 – 2012 
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11 Years: Andrew Breitbart’s Indelible Legacy 
 
Every year on this day, we honor and celebrate the life of Andrew 
Breitbart, the original happy warrior. He was a giant who inspired so many 
in the conservative movement to fight, to enjoy the fight, and to never 
ever give up in the face of adversity. Last year, to mark the 10th 
anniversary of Andrew’s passing, so many in the conservative movement 
and beyond participated in a tribute to Andrew, which we believe is very 
difficult to top.  
 
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2023/03/01/11-years-andrew-
breitbarts-indelible-legacy/ 
 

“You are capable of more than you know. Choose a goal that seems 
right for you and strive to be the best, however hard the path. Aim 

high. Behave honorably. Prepare to be alone at times, and to 
endure failure. Persist! The world needs all you can give.” 

~ E.O. Wilson ~ 

 

ACT! For Canada 
 
The news items, blogs, educational materials and other information in our emails and on our 
website are only intended to provide information, news and commentary on events and issues 
related to the threat of radical Islam. Much of this information is based upon media sources, such 
as the AP wire services, newspapers, magazines, books, online news blog and news services, and 
radio and television, which we deem to be reliable. However, we have undertaken no independent 
investigation to verify the accuracy of the information reported by these media sources. We 

therefore disclaim all liability for false or inaccurate information from these media sources. We 
also disclaim all liability for the third-party information that may be accessed through the material 
referenced in our emails or posted on our website. 
This newsletter is not the official newsletter or communication of ACT! for America, Inc. This 
newsletter is independently operated by ACT! for Canada named on this communication. The 
statements, positions, opinions and views expressed in this website, whether written, audible, or 
video, are those of the individuals and organizations making them and do not necessarily 
represent the positions, views, and opinions of ACT! For America, Inc. or ACT! For Canada, its 
directors, officers, or agents. 
 
If you no longer wish to receive this Newsletter, please write to info@actforcanada.ca 
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“When I was a boy, I was told that anybody could 
become President; I'm beginning to believe it.” 

~ Clarence Darrow ~ 

 


